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                                Custom 3D printed gifts!

                                                

                            
                        You have 'only' ideas but no time nor energy to realize it?

	No worries we will design it for you.



Use Manubim to:



	
		
			[image: choose custom design]
		


		Personalize a product!


		There are many gift ideas on our site. Search for one and personalize!
		


		Search a gift >>
		

	


	
		
			[image: write your idea]
		


		Write your idea!


		You can write us your dream and we will materialize it with 3D printing! 
		


		Write your dream >>
		

	


	
		
			[image: upload 3D printing files]
		


		Upload your 3D file!


		Do you have 3D file(s)? Upload it and we will 3D print for you!
		


		Upload a file >>
		

	




Our Newest Products!


Custom Rattan Wicker Patterns.




	[image: Rattan Wicker Molds]



 



The 3D Printed Photo (lithophane).

	Send us your favorite photo and we turn the image into a special gift!




	[image: Custom 3D Printed Image - lithophane]



 




	 
	


	
	


	 
	




More ideas!



	
		
			[image: Desktop phone holders - 3D printed gifts]
		


		Special 3D Printed

			Desktop Phone Holders
		

	


	
		
			[image: Bookends - 3D printed products]
		


		3D Printed Bookends with

			Custom Text and Figures
		

	


	
		
			[image: Pencil holders - 3D printed products]
		


		Personalized 3D Printed

			Pen and Pencil Holders
		

	





	
		
			[image: Keychains with name - 3D printed gifts]
		


		Personalized 3D Printed

			Name and Monogram Keychains
		

	


	
		
			[image: Trendi emoji keychains - 3D printed gift ideas]
		


		Emoji Keyrings that fit your mood - labeled on demand
		

	


	
		
			[image: Custom license plate keychains - 3D printed gift ideas]
		


		Very Popular License Plate Keychains - 3D Printed
		

	




3D printing was invented for YOU!


Holiday is Coming? Birthday or wedding anniversary approaching the family, friends and you want to give something unique, something special gift?



You're creative, but you did not find a hobby shop that could get you a stunning surprise?



Would you like to give someone a personalized message or a specially designed gift?



Don’t have any skill, but can you do anything with the keyboard?



3D printing was invented for YOU!



DIY - DREAM, DESIGN, CREATE and we will help your custom gift idea to come true!
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You find our site interesting? Sign up for our newsletter to be notified of the latest trends of 3D printing and production of creative custom products!
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                        I agree to disclose my name and email address to Manubim for the purposes of newsletter distribution and sending email newsletters which may contain economic advertisement.
                    
                    
                        If you would like to subscribe to our newsletter, please tick the data management checkbox!
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Manubim is an innovative online platform where you can do it yourself unique, personalized 3D-printed gifts and products in minutes. From the basic designs we offer, you can redefine and re-design them, whether it's a personalized jewel, keychain, bookend, penholder, home decor, pot, flowerpot, vase, 3D photo (lithophane) technical component, phone holder, earbud holder, rattan wicker mold, comb, cookie-cutter, cake topper, cappuccino or coffee stencil, fridge magnet or anything else you choose from our continuously expanding selection. Your gift's designs are produced with 3D printers. For 3D printing - thanks to the continuous development of technology - you can choose from more and more materials ranging from plastic (PLA, ABS, PETG) to Multicolor (composite powder) to metals (steel, aluminum, bronze) and ceramics. Be it a birthday a wedding or a Valentine's Day, be created for women or men we believe that the opportunity provided by us will inspire you to produce custom, creative 3D printed products and gifts that will make your environment even more pleasant and intimate. We also create creative promotional gifts or items for small companies already in a small number of pieces.



Custom 3D printing service in various materials. Prototype and small series production of 3D models, architect mockup 3D printing. Affordable prices, high quality.
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